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Creating a Collage Using Picasa 
 

This is a fun way to display/print the photos you take over Christmas.  (A basic 
knowledge of Picasa is assumed in this helpsheet.) 

 

Open Picasa, select the photos you want to include in your collage  and click on the 

green pin (bottom left of the screen, next to the Picture Tray) icon to hold them in the 

tray, or drag and drop the photos into the tray.  Now click on the Collage button on the 

bottom of the screen.  (Photos can be added or taken off at any later stage.)  

 

In Settings, click on the small arrow to select the style of collage.  The editing options 

vary according to the style you select. 

 

Picture Pile : click on Shuffle or Scramble to 

change the order.  Click on an individual photo to 

move it around, use the circle to re-size and the 

red button to change the angle.  Click on Picture 

Border to select one if you wish.  If you have a 

caption on your photo, it will appear unless you de-

select 'Show Captions'.  Click on a photo and click 

remove if you wish to remove it from the collage (it is not deleted - look in Clips to add 

it back).  

  

Mosaic - Increase the spacing between the photos by moving the Grid Spacing slide 

bar.   Click in the square beside Solid Colour to select a background colour, or use one 

of the photos as a background (it picks up the one which is selected).  Click Shuffle to 

reorganise them.   

 

Frame Mosaic - Click on a photo then 'set as frame centre' to place the desired photo 

in the middle of the page.  This style requires a minimum of 5 photos.  

 

The other style options are Grid, Contact Sheet and Multiple Exposure.  The last one is 

a little weird!   

 

The final result depends on the photos you have and the effect you want to achieve, so 

keep experimenting.  Once you are ready, click on Create Collage.  This will take some 

time, depending on the number and size of your photos.  When it is created, you can 

add text to the collage by clicking on the ABC icon in Basic Fixes.  The large border 

disappears when you have finished and clicked on Apply. 

 

To view or edit the collage later, double click on it in the Collage folder in Picasa's 

Library section.  
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We run a range of courses including basic computer use, internet and e-mail, e-Bay, digital photography, genealogy.  We 
also offer individual training, either one-off sessions or a series, at a pace to suit you; a session lasts 2 hours and costs £6.  

See our web site or contact us for further details. 

  

 


